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A B S T R A C T   

Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) is a recognised methodology for analyzing and communicating the 
sustainability of product systems. However, the fragmented analysis of the environmental, social and economic 
dimensions of sustainability remains an obstacle to its wider application. In addition, the increasing demand for 
raw materials leads to resource availability issues that are not necessarily addressed by LCSA, but are addressed 
by Criticality and Circularity (here called C2s) assessment of materials. Based on these methodologies, we pro-
pose an integrated comprehensive LCSA framework that includes criticality and circularity assessments (here 
called LC3SA) and addresses the issue of inconsistencies, such as overlaps. To do this, we review the most 
relevant literature on the topics and analyze the scope of the LCSA and C2 methodologies in detail. We analyze 
how the definition of the product system is dealt with, how the methodologies view the product system, 
including their similarities and differences, and what the ultimate goal of an integrated assessment is. The 
analysis shows that all the assessment methods look at the product system from different perspectives. That is, 
they use different approaches, different system boundaries and different data and information. We argue that the 
consistency of an integrated assessment does not necessarily depend on the alignment of these perspectives. It 
mainly concerns the consistent definition of the product system, including the collection of available data and 
information to characterizes the system. Subsequently, the definition of indicators based on the areas of pro-
tection (AoP) is key to identify, understand and track the cause-effect mechanisms to improve the chances of 
making conscious choices towards a more sustainable system. Based on the discussion and conclusion of the 
analysis of each of these features, we propose a stepwise LC3SA framework. We argue that each of the steps 
improves the interconnectedness, consistency, credibility and transparency of the assessment by considering 
common modelling assumptions. However, further research is needed to address data gaps or issues in the 
interpretation of results.   

1. Introduction 

In the 1980ies, the arising imbalance between nature and the human- 
made environment caused by the impacts of the resource-intensive 

living standards of a growing population became more apparent. To 
counter the imbalance, it became clear we need more sustainable 
development to meet current and future generations’ needs (WCED, 
1987). Ever since, the United Nations has addressed humans’ right to 
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well-being and accessibility to a habitable planet with different initia-
tives, including the latest 17 Sustainable Development Goals (UN, 
2015a). The Paris agreement (UN, 2015b) became a landmark when 
policymakers committed to join efforts to combat climate change. Yet, to 
be able to act, one first needs to understand the dimension and sources of 
the problem. 

Over the last decades, the methodological developments for 
measuring and reporting social, economic and environmental impacts 
show progress based on integrated solutions (Finkbeiner et al., 2010; 
Popescu et al., 2021). In the European Union (EU) context, the devel-
opment of the Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) represented a 
significant step. The methodology proposes a harmonized European 
approach to measure and communicate the product’s environmental 
performance based on (environmental) Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 
(EC-JRC, 2012). 

LCA is the “compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and the 
potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its life 
cycle” (ISO, 2006a). It is a scientifically based and standardized meth-
odology (see ISO 14040/44, 2006a, 2006b), first proposed in 1960’s and 
largely researched since then (Bjørn et al., 2018). There are four meth-
odological steps: the definition of Goal and Scope (G&S), Life Cycle 
Inventory (LCI), Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) and the interpre-
tation phase (ISO, 2006a). However, LCA and PEF focus on the envi-
ronmental pillar of sustainability. In this sense, Life Cycle Costing (LCC) 
and Social LCA (S-LCA) methodologies were later on proposed to mea-
sure the social and economic impacts. Based mainly on the same 
methodological steps, LCC and S-LCA have different characteristics from 
LCA because the impacts they aim to address are not easily measurable 
due to data availability and variability (Hackenhaar et al., 2022b). Yet, 
LCA, LCC and S-LCA together make up the full portfolio of a Life Cycle 
Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) (Kloepffer, 2008). 

The first and currently most widely accepted methodological 
framework for LCSA was developed by the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle 
Initiative (UNEP/SETAC, 2011). Such a sustainability perspective of a 
product system producing goods and services allows for identifying 
trade-offs between environmental, social or economic impacts (UNEP/ 
SETAC, 2011). Ultimately, LCSA aims to assess the impacts of a product 
system to a targeted value and/or concern called Area of Protection 
(AoP). AoPs are the entities to be sustained or protected. They define 
which impacts should be assessed and modelled (Dewulf et al., 2015a). 
Typical AoPs concern human health, ecosystems and natural resources 
(Verones et al., 2017). According to the first principle by Valdivia et al. 
(2021) when conducting LCSA, the AoPs and impact pathways need to 
be understood, including the underlying cause-effect relationships 
connecting inventory results to the assessed impact indicators (i.e. a 
quantifiable representation of the AoPs). However, there is no consensus 
in the literature on the AoPs in LCSA (Schaubroeck and Rugani, 2017). 
Besides, according to Alejandrino et al. (2021) and Valdivia et al. 
(2021), the shortcomings of LCSA studies include, but are not limited to: 
a lack of interconnectedness among the three domains of sustainability; 
the application of contradicting models and assumptions such as 
inconsistent system boundaries; lack of transparency of assumptions and 
data collection; lack of a clear criterion for the definition of the func-
tional unit, system boundaries and selection of indicators; not following 
cause-effect chains and mechanisms leading to an endpoint; not clearly 
defining the target audiences and users of the LCSA results and disregard 
their goals, personal values, or cultural differences. At the same time, a 
suitable method should also have desired features such as acceptance, 
easiness of application, credibility, robustness and relevance (Wied-
mann et al., 2009). These methodological gaps create a barrier to the 
wide application of LCSA for decision-making at company or policy level 
(Alejandrino et al., 2021). 

Moreover, the Covid-19 pandemic has started an economic slow-
down, with a shortage in products/materials supply globally (Karmaker 
et al., 2021). This emphasized a growing concern about resource scar-
city. Natural resources are at the very beginning of every supply chain 

for a broad range of goods and services including future eco-efficient 
technologies (Dewulf et al., 2015b; European Commission, 2020). In 
light of this, companies, governments and academia have been dedi-
cating their efforts to promote resource efficiency (Velenturf and Pur-
nell, 2021). For instance, policy-makers in the EU have been relying on 
actions towards more responsible and efficient use of resources through 
the transition towards a more circular economy (CE) (European Com-
mission, 2008, 2011a; Reichel et al., 2016). In 2008, the Raw Materials 
Initiative was launched to support the sustainable supply of raw mate-
rials in the EU and improve resource efficiency and recycling by 
addressing materials’ criticality and circularity (Nuss and Blengini, 
2018). 

The dictionary defines criticality as something that is extremely 
important to someone. In this context, the criticality of raw materials is 
related to their high importance to an economic activity and the risk of 
supply disruption that can be associated with it (European Commission, 
2017). The Criticality Assessment (CA) proposed by the European 
Commission (European Commission, 2011b) intends to flag the supply 
risk of relevant/important raw materials for the EU economy according 
to its needs (European Commission, 2017). It facilitates the management 
of the so-called Critical Raw Materials (CRM) to secure the industrial 
value chains by prioritizing needs and actions, e.g. creating incentives 
for the local production of CRM, recycling and recovery of CRM, and 
negotiating trade agreements with suppliers (European Commission, 
2020). 

Meanwhile, the transition towards a CE can foster waste prevention 
and reduce dependency on virgin natural resources. Although a single 
definition of CE is debatable (Kirchherr et al., 2017), the European 
Commission defines it as “a system which maintains the value of prod-
ucts, materials and resources in the economy for as long as possible, and 
minimises the generation of waste” (EC, 2024). Also called R-strategies, 
circularity strategies include, but are not limited to, reuse, repair, 
refurbish, remanufacture, repurpose and recycle. (Moraga et al., 2019; 
Potting et al., 2017). They are embedded within the overarching 
framework of ecodesign, where life-cycle thinking serves as a funda-
mental pillar (EC-JRC, 2011). An efficient circular system allows the 
production of recycled or reusable materials from what is otherwise 
called ‘waste’ that serves as secondary raw materials (Ardente et al., 
2019). Secondary raw materials can also help to minimise supply risks, i. 
e. materials’ criticality. Thus, materials circularity is an important factor 
to include when analyzing resource flows within sectors and products 
(Rigamonti et al., 2017). The transition towards a circular economy is 
expected to create a ‘greener’ and potentially less risky economy. 
However, a more circular system does not necessarily mean a more 
sustainable one (Kirchherr et al., 2017; Thomassen et al., 2024). In this 
sense, both circularity and criticality indicators must be integrated 
within a sustainability assessment framework such as LCSA to provide a 
better understanding of resource-related impacts or dependencies. 
However, the integration of such complex methodologies is not a simple 
task. 

Circularity and criticality indicators and related methods were 
reviewed in terms of robustness, credibility and relevance (ORIENTING, 
2021a). A few proposals exist on how to integrate those indicators into 
LCA or LCSA (e.g. Sonnemann et al., 2015; Mancini et al., 2016; Adibi 
et al., 2017; Yavor et al., 2021; Luthin et al., 2023). For example, the 
most recently published circular lifecycle sustainability assessment (C- 
LCSA) framework (Luthin et al., 2023) discussed the complexity of 
coupling circularity with LCSA, by indicating the adaptation needs of 
LCA, LCC and S-LCA to include circularity. However, both C-LCSA and 
previous frameworks fail to link circularity and criticality with the three 
sustainability domains and at the same time address the shortcomings of 
LCSA (listed above). 

The main goal of this research is to propose an integrated compre-
hensive LCSA framework that includes criticality and circularity 
assessment and addresses how to deal with inconsistencies among 
assessment methods, such as overlaps. Therefore, we propose a LC3SA 
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framework, where Criticality and Circularity are the “C2s” that com-
plement LC(1)SA. Based on a review of the public and grey literature on 
LCSA, we investigate the fundamental differences in the approaches to 
circularity and criticality assessment and the methods used within LCSA, 
i.e. LCA, LCC and S-LCA. Based on the analysis, we propose an adapta-
tion of the widely-known framework for life cycle assessment to 
concisely integrate all the assessment methods. The literature review 
and structure of this paper are explained in Section 2. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Literature review 

The starting point was the literature cited in the extensive but not 
exhaustive review of the ORIENTING project, addressing all sustain-
ability domains as well as criticality and circularity separately (ORI-
ENTING, 2021a, 2021b, 2021c, 2021d, 2021e, 2021f, 2022). The 
European ORIENTING project (2020–2024, https://orienting.eu/) aims 
to develop an operational LCSA framework that considers not only 
environmental, social and economic aspects of a product life cycle but 
also material criticality and product circularity metrics. Two different 
approaches were taken in ORIENTING’s literature review (LR): snow-
balling sampling and/or systematic LR. Assessment methods from in-
dustry initiatives known to ORIENTING experts were also considered 
(ORIENTING, 2021d). The LR was conducted between November 2020 
and April 2021. The LR method for each of the domains is briefly 
described in SM1, while a detailed description can be found in the 
ORIENTING reports stated above. 

2.2. Analysis of the state of art 

As the philosopher Aristotle coined, “the whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts”. Therefore, in order to propose a coherent integrated 
assessment framework, it is necessary to understand each of its parts and 
how they interact. Grounded on the existing literature, the scope of the 
methodologies of C2s and LCSA are analyzed in detail in terms of their 
life-cycle perspective, the definition of the product system, how the 
methodologies look at the product system, including their similarities 
and differences, and what the ultimate goal of an integrated assessment 
is. In Sections 3, 4 and 5, each of these aspects is analyzed and discussed. 

In Section 3, we analyze the relationships between a product system, 
the nature- and the human-made environment and summarize the 
findings in a comprehensive product system diagram. In Section 4, we 
analyze how the impacts and effects are measured, quantitatively and/ 
or qualitatively, by distinct indicators and methods in the environ-
mental, social, economic, criticality and circularity assessments. In 
addition, we discuss the similarities and differences of the methodolo-
gies. Sustaining that the ultimate goal of LCSA is to communicate the 
impacts on an AoP (see Section 1), in Section 5 we analyze and discuss 
Section 5 which impact pathways are considered by which methodology 
and in which way. Finally, based on the findings described in the pre-
vious sections, we propose a stepwise LC3SA framework, described and 
discussed in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. 

The framework does not prescribe which approach to take or which 
methods or indicators to use.1 Rather, it guides practitioners to make 
modelling choices in a consistent way when setting up a comprehensive 
LC3SA. In addition, integrating the LC3SA results into a single score is 
out of scope. This and other challenges related to the application of the 
framework are highlighted and discussed (Section 7). 

3. In-depth analysis of a product system and the associated 
flows and implications 

LCSA has several conceptual and practical challenges. To understand 
the overall benefits and limitations of the integration of circularity and 
criticality assessment into LCSA, we first analyze what the aims are of 
LCA, LCC and S-LCA when assessing a product system and how they do 
it. 

During the G&S definition, the first phase of the LCA, the intended 
application, the reasons for carrying out the study and the intended 
audience are specified to define the goal. The scope addresses the goal 
by describing the product system and its boundaries, defining both the 
foreground as well as the background systems; product system functions 
and the corresponding functional unit (used as reference unit for data 
compilation and comparison of results); allocation procedures; impact 
indicators and their impact assessment methodology; data sources and 
quality requirements; and all assumptions and limitations of the study. 
Following the definition of the G&S, relevant data on inputs and outputs 
of each unit process in the product system is collected and calculated 
during the LCI phase. All inputs and outputs are then related to potential 
impacts through the characterization modelling at the LCIA step. The 
interpretation of the results might lead to conclusions and recommen-
dations or reviews of the other methodological steps. Since LCA is 
standardized (ISO, 2006a, 2006b), it was considered as a reference for 
the analysis of the integrated assessment. 

In LCC and S-LCA, a similar methodological approach is taken 
(Hunkeler et al., 2008; UNEP, 2020; UNEP/SETAC, 2011), however, no 
standardization exists for these domains yet. Because of the different 
characteristics of assessment methodologies used in the single domains, 
an alignment of the G&S is not straightforward. For example, as high-
lighted by Swarr et al. (2011) regarding the complementary analysis of 
LCC and LCA, the goal and scope definition is similar to both studies, but 
some cut-off criteria may differ among them. Yet, the approaches should 
have the same reference point which allows for establishing a common 
functional unit (or functional equivalent) to communicate impacts: a 
consistent definition of the product system. 

Current product systems are complex: they are embedded in a 
globalized economy, with variable and dynamic geographical, socio- 
economic and cultural characteristics and associated environmental 
impacts (Hackenhaar et al., 2022b). These characteristics influence all 
methodological steps of the LCSA studies. This section presents an in- 
depth analysis of the relationships between the product system and 
the complex context in which it is inserted to provide a common ground 
for the analysis of each of the approaches. Terms and definitions used 
throughout the text can be found in SM2. 

3.1. Identifying the relationships between a product system, the nature- 
and human-made environment 

As shown in Fig. 1, the human-made environment, or technosphere, 
represents the part of the natural environment, or ecosphere, that has 
been modified by humans for use in human activity (Schaubroeck et al., 
2013). Humans are distributed across different regions of the world 
(represented by grey circles), consisting of communities here called lo-
cations. These locations are smaller portions of regions distinguished by 
cultural, political and societal organizations (represented by black cir-
cles). In the different locations, activities occur (here called processes, 
represented by blue parallelograms) and are part of the product system 
under study. Each process has inputs entering the system and outputs 
leaving it. These flows represent exchanges between the natural and 
human-made environment (represented by straight yellow and green 
arrows), or within the human-made environment (represented by 
straight blue and wavy grey arrows). Energy and natural resources, 
products, co-products, wastes and releases are the physical flows 
(straight blue arrows) and constitute inputs and outputs, in the narrow 
sense (UNEP/SETAC, 2011). In a broad sense, non-physical socio- 

1 Best available approaches for all elements of the LC3SA have been identified 
in ORIENTING against a set of sub-criteria (ORIENTING, 2021b). A full guide to 
the ORIENTING LCSA framework is forthcoming. 
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economic flows exist and are also needed for the functioning of each 
process. They are, for example, the work and wages, represented by 
wavy grey arrows (Goedkoop et al., 2020). 

The exchange of both physical and non-physical flows in the product 
system leads to impacts (represented by curled orange arrows), that are 
burdens or benefits impacts to the AoPs (ISO, 2015). These impacts 
happen in human-made and natural environments through various 
cause-effect chains. When the impacts of each process in a supply chain 
of a product are integrated, they represent the total contribution, direct 
and indirect, of a product system to sustainability impacts (Di Noi et al., 
2020). 

Fig. 1 also shows the complexity of cause-effect mechanisms in multi- 
dimensional, multi-geoscale and multi-size impacts between multiple 
stakeholders (Taelman et al., 2020a, 2020b). They are multi- 
dimensional because of the different environmental, social and eco-
nomic nature of impacts. They are multi-geoscale because they reflect 
the different geographical locations of the sources (point of release or 
extraction of raw materials) of these impacts. They are multi-size 
because of the different magnitude of the impacts from micro (local, e. 
g., noise, fair wages or raw material prices) to macro (regional or global, 
e.g., climate change, poverty or raw material prices) scales. They also 
can impact different groups of stakeholders such as workers, consumers 
or society (UNEP, 2020). 

In conclusion, processes take place in different locations and utilize 
social, economic and natural resources to fulfil the needs of people in the 
form of products through time. LCSA aims at translating those complex 
dynamics into quantifiable flows to estimate the impact of human ac-
tivities of the product system, represented by the grey contour parallel-
ogram, on the environment, society and economy. The following section 
details the representation of these dynamics in a comprehensive product 
system scheme. 

3.2. Analysis of product system in function of cause-effect modelling 

A product system analysis potentially considers all the variables of 
the complex dynamics explained in Section 3.1. Which variables are 
accounted for in the analysis depends on the scope of the study and the 
definition of the system boundaries. The differences in the definition of 
the product system boundaries are one of the main challenges in LCSA 

(Fauzi et al., 2019). The assessment methodologies might not have the 
same system boundaries if they do not have the same perspective of the 
system being studied (Hunkeler et al., 2008). Due to differences in the 
nature of the analysis of the environmental, social and economic do-
mains, a consistent but not necessarily identical system boundary is key 
(Alejandrino et al., 2021). Hence, Fig. 2 attempts to detail the product 
system in terms of a flow scheme which potentially identifies all flows 
and associated impacts of all kinds, being environmental, social, and 
economic. In this paper, for the sake of comprehensiveness, we consider 
the foreground system to contain all relevant processes in the life cycle 
of a given product from cradle-to-grave, i.e. from the extraction of re-
sources to end-of-life (EoL) of the product. 

First, the product system is split into a foreground and background 
system. The foreground system consists of (1) the product supply chain, 
(2) the use stage; and (3) the EoL stage. The foreground system does not 
only exchange directly with the natural environment but also with 
various other value chains within the human-made environment that are 
present in the background system. Within the foreground system, the 
product supply chain can be further divided into three core processes: 
the primary production delivering (primary) raw materials, the 
manufacturing-stage 1 delivering components, or intermediate prod-
ucts, and the manufacturing-stage 2 delivering final products. The 
product supply chain also relies on a production environment with its 
infrastructure and also involves product design and research and 
development (R&D). The use stage normally has the longest timespan in 
the product system and often relies on operational energy and/or water 
as well as other maintenance processes (CEN, 2011). The EoL stage can 
be further subdivided into three phases. An eventual hibernation phase, 
also called hoarding, might happen when the materials or products no 
longer in-use can be considered at stock in the technosphere. That can, 
for example, last a few days in the case of house solid waste, to years, in 
case of laptops forgotten in a deposit. After hibernation, products will be 
subject to waste treatment or product recovery (Godoy León et al., 
2020). At the product recovery stage, the various R-strategies can be 
employed. If no EoL recovery strategy is implemented, the product is to 
be labelled as ‘waste’ and undergoes a waste treatment process. 

Processes in the foreground and background systems utilize (a) 
natural resources, including land transformation and occupation and create 
different (b) releases to the air, soil or water (Edelen et al., 2018; 

Fig. 1. Contextualization of the product system within the natural environment (planet) and the human-made environment (people and economic prosperity).  
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Hauschild et al., 2018). Within the human-made environment, products 
are exchanged in the form of (c) processed raw materials, (d) components, 
(e) products, (f) used products, (g) products/materials to be recovered, (h) 
wasted products or (i) recycled or reusable products/components/materials 
within or among locations and regions through the life cycle of the 
product. The background system provides various inputs to the product 
system, e.g. (j) utilities and auxiliaries, whereas it also receives outputs 
from the foreground system, e.g. (k) co-products. These (a) to (k) flows 
represent physical flows that can be measured quantitatively based on 
physical features such as mass, volume and units. 

Several (l) non-physical flows are also associated with activities in the 
product system e.g. flows of knowledge, labour value, data flow about 
products and consumers, or money (UNEP/SETAC, 2011). They are 
present in both foreground and background systems. Non-physical flows 
are either quantified by convention, such as wages in local currency, or 
are considered quantifiable although they cannot be given an exact 
value, such as perceived value or happiness. So, these can be semi- 
quantitative data, such as indices, or qualitative data to which 
numeric values can potentially be assigned, meaning that they are 
indexable (UNEP, 2020). 

The exchange of both physical and non-physical flows initiates 
cause-effect mechanisms that are also represented in Fig. 1. Further-
more, natural resource consumption and dispersion of releases have an 
impact on the natural-environment, represented by (m), and the human- 
made environment, represented by (n), both in foreground and back-
ground. The (o) impacts from non-physical flows on the human-made 
environment are represented at the interface of the human-made 

environment, also both in foreground and background systems. Which 
flows and associated impacts are analyzed, depends on the nature of the 
assessment: environmental, social or economic, as well as criticality and 
circularity. For the sake of understanding, all (l) socio and economic 
flows and (o) impacts related to the product system are represented in 
Fig. 2 in an integrated form. A literature-based laptop example that helps 
exemplifying and revising the potential processes and flows of a product 
system can be found in SM3. 

4. Analysis of the product system in function of the assessment 
methodologies 

After visualising the product system with the identification of po-
tential flows and impacts, we can analyze which flows and the potential 
associated impacts are within the scope of the respective assessment 
methodologies, being LCA, S-LCA, LCC, materials’ criticality and 
circularity. This analysis aims to facilitate the identification of potential 
overlaps and double counting when the assessment methodologies are 
brought together in a conceptual integrated framework. The impact 
pathways related to each method are not addressed in this section but in 
Section 5.1. 

4.1. LCA 

LCA assesses, in a systematic way, the environmental impacts of the 
product system by assigning LCI results to impact categories (ISO, 
2006a). These impacts are associated with the total inputs and outputs, 

Fig. 2. Detailed product-system analysis based on life cycle stages of (1) production (represented by the product supply chain), (2) use stage and (3) end-of-life (EoL) 
for foreground and background systems. The flows represent: (a) natural resources (including land transformation and occupation); (b) releases to the air, soil and 
water; (c) processed raw materials; (d) components; (e) processed products; (f) used products; (g) products/materials to be recovered; (h) wasted products; (i) 
recycled or reusable products/components/materials; (j) products exchanged from the background; (k) products exchanged to the background; (l) non-physical 
flows; (m) impacts of consumption of natural resources or releases to the natural-environment; (n) impacts of consumption of natural resources or releases to the 
human-made environment; (o) impacts of consumption of non-physical flows to the human-made environment. * represents flows in the foreground; ** represents 
flows in the background. Note that co-products and waste streams are not represented for each process but are acknowledged. The figure represents only flows 
allocated to the product understudy. For the sake of readability, (l) are represented once for foreground and once for background at the interface of the foreground 
and background systems and the human-made environment, but these flows are considered to happen for each of the processes. 
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e.g. the use of (a) natural resources consumed and (b) releases emitted by 
the product system in the LCI. These consumed natural resources and 
releases are termed as elementary flows, which are exchanged between 
the natural environment and the technosphere. Important are the allo-
cated portions of the flows (a)*, (b)*, (a)** and (b)** to the product 
system under study as it may be part of a broader ‘co-product’ system 
with multiple products delivered. Moreover, the (a)*, (b)*, (a)** and (b) 
** to be accounted for will depend on the system boundaries determined 
in the G&S step. As defined by ISO 14040 (ISO, 2006a), LCA addresses 
the potential impacts from cradle-to-grave, i.e. from raw material 
extraction to EoL. However, other boundaries are also possible: cradle- 
to-gate studies that are focused on the product supply chain in Fig. 2; 
gate-to-gate studies that are focused on the manufacturing-stage 2 of the 
product in Fig. 2; cradle-to-cradle studies, accounting for secondary use 
of (i) in Fig. 2 as inputs; or studies focused on specific parts of the life 
cycle, such as waste management or components of a product (see 
Table of definitions in SM2 and ISO (2006a, 2006b)). As for dealing with 
multi-functionality, allocation should be avoided (ISO, 2006a). Where 
necessary, allocation can be based on physical relationships such as 
material or energy content and, where this is not possible, on economic 
values (ISO, 2006a). In this case, particular attention should be paid to 
the life cycle of products and co-products and, consequently, to the 
quantity of reference units in production (ORIENTING, 2021c). 

The potential environmental impacts (m) and (n) are the result of 
these (a) and (b), foreground and background flows affecting the natural 
environment and/or the human-made environment. Different impact 
assessment methods might be used for calculating the indicators (m) and 
(n). The choice of indicators and associated methods varies according to 
the G&S of the study being in turn influenced by geophysical features of 
the cause-effect mechanisms. 

4.2. S-LCA 

S-LCA uses methodological features from LCA, such as the four 
methodological steps, combined with social sciences methods. It con-
verts social and socio-economic aspects into a (o) social performance 
profile for a product (Goedkoop et al., 2020; UNEP, 2020). Two main 
approaches exist: the Reference Scale approach (RE S-LCA) and the 
Impact Pathway approach (IP S-LCA). The first aims to describe a 
product system and its social performance or social risk, while the sec-
ond aims to characterize the social impacts as a consequence of the 
product system. In both S-LCA approaches, identifying and selecting 
stakeholder groups is key. The indicators describe impacts that directly 
affect the people, i.e. stakeholders of the product system. The stake-
holder categories can be, but are not limited to: workers, local com-
munities, value chain actors such as suppliers, consumers, children, and 
society (UNEP, 2020). Similar to LCA, the categories to be analyzed 
depending on the G&S of the study, and a materiality assessment can 
support the stakeholders’ selection. In S-LCA, materiality assessment 
means the selection of topics that are relevant due to their impact on 
stakeholders and/or on the product system (Goedkoop et al., 2020; 
UNEP, 2020). 

The (o) social impacts are assessed through impact categories, such 
as working conditions and socio-economic repercussions, and sub-
categories, such as probability of child labour or wealth distribution. 
The RE S-LCA makes use of subcategories, while the IP S-LCA defines the 
impact categories and their impact pathway to AoPs (UNEP, 2020). The 
definition of categories will be linked to the selected stakeholder groups 
according to significant themes or attributes relevant to those groups. 
The subcategories are assessed through inventory indicators (UNEP, 
2020). The inventory indicators are social flows which reflect social 
conditions, vis-a-vis different stakeholder groups. Social flows are var-
iables that provide quantifiable information about a particular life cycle 
stage or process (UNEP, 2020). Here, they are called non-physical flows 
(see Section 3). For example, they can represent a salary or a number of 
accidents at the workplace. In Fig. 2, the (l) non-physical flows are the 

representation of the social flows as defined by the UNEP (2020). They 
can be expressed (semi-) quantitatively as well as qualitatively. 

The (l) flows to be accounted for in S-LCA should normally be 
considered from cradle-to-grave but limitations, e.g. data, of the study 
may require a different boundary setting. In this case, the system 
boundary can be determined based on the interaction among stake-
holders. Such as in LCA, allocation should be avoided through the sub-
division of processes and the collection of specific data for each of the co- 
products (UNEP, 2020). Alternatively, it can be based on causal links 
established by the activity variable associated with the social flow, i.e. to 
include the consequential relationships of activity and the related aspect 
to human well-being (UNEP, 2020). 

4.3. LCC 

Historically, LCC is not a homogeneous approach but was tailored to 
specific sectors regarding which costs were distinguished and how they 
were referred to (Neugebauer et al., 2016). Different LCC approaches 
exist. They are distinguished by Hunkeler et al. (2008) into conventional 
(cLCC), environmental (eLCC) and societal (sLCC). It is not the aim of 
this research to discuss all the fundamental differences between these 
approaches. Instead, we highlight two of those differences. First, the 
reference unit utilized in eLCC is the functional unit, similar to LCA, 
while in cLCC, it is an item or a unit of a product, and in sLCC it is the 
total system under study (Hunkeler et al., 2008). Conducted from a 
single stakeholder perspective, cLCC typically does neither consider the 
EoL phase, nor the use phase, whereas eLCC and sLCC evaluate the entire 
life cycle. Regarding the system boundaries, the approaches might 
consider only internal costs, i.e. directly reflected in product price, or 
partially or fully include costs in terms of monetized externalities as well 
(Arendt et al., 2020). cLCC only accounts for internal costs; eLCC ac-
counts for internal costs and external costs expected to be internalized. 
sLCC accounts for all internal and external costs. Hence, while cLCC 
lacks information on the EoL and does not match the scope of LCSA, 
sLCC leads to double counting when brought together with LCA and S- 
LCA into an integrated sustainability framework. Meanwhile, eLCC re-
sults are complementary to LCA (Hunkeler et al., 2008). 

Cost data represents the monetary flows within a system, e.g. the cost 
of the raw material for a laptop. They are indicated in Fig. 2 by the (l) 
non-physical flows. During the LCI phase, money flows are converted to 
have the same unit, i.e. in terms of currency and base year. As a result, no 
characterization of inventory data is needed. During the impact assess-
ment, discounting and potentially equity weighting can be applied 
before aggregation. The aggregated cost data is a direct measure of 
financial impact (Swarr et al., 2011). In this sense, the monetary values, 
without discounting and equity weighting, can be considered as in-
ventory accounting indicators similar to social flows which are in-
ventory indicators in S-LCA. LCC results can albeit be interpreted in 
terms of cost per process in the product system or aggregated by 
stakeholder groups (Hunkeler et al., 2008). In terms of the allocation 
procedure, companies’ data on costs and revenues, for example in design 
and waste management, are often aggregated at the organizational level 
(Hunkeler et al., 2008). Due to the economic context, it is usually 
preferable to rely on economic allocation based on market price or 
revenue rather than physical criteria (Hunkeler et al., 2008; ORIENT-
ING, 2021c). 

Yet, these LCC approaches alone do not consider the (o) impacts of 
the (l) money flows associated with the product system e.g. on the 
economy. As an alternative, Neugebauer et al. (2016) proposed the 
connection between usually detached economic aspects such as costs 
and impact categories and developed an impact pathway-based 
approach called Economic LCA (EcLCA). Since the development of 
EcLCA is not yet mature in terms of applicability, it is beyond the scope 
of this research to consider this further. The potential contributions of 
this study to the development of the impact pathway of economic in-
dicators to the AoPs are discussed in Section 5.1. 
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4.4. Raw materials’ criticality 

A sufficient non-interrupted supply of resources is key to sustain the 
product system. The availability of resources in the natural environment 
can be assessed in LCA e.g. concerning the potential impact of depletion 
of biotic and abiotic resources (Guinée, 1995). In addition, there is a 
potential supply disruption within the technosphere. The complex socio- 
economic dynamics that create supply risks and vulnerability to the 
operation of product systems are the subject of Criticality Assessment 
(CA) (Schrijvers et al., 2020). It identifies raw materials that are 
essential in a supply chain or an economy and whose availability is at 
risk from an economic and geopolitical perspective (Dewulf et al., 2016; 
Di Noi et al., 2020). Yet, some methods look into both geological 
availability (natural environment) and availability within economic 
systems (technosphere) (Graedel et al., 2012). Existing approaches do 
not necessarily take a life cycle perspective. 

CAs have historically been developed to analyze supply risks of 
essential raw materials in the economy, e.g. the USA (National Research 
Council, 2008) and the EU (European Commission, 2011b). When 
analyzed from a product system perspective, CA has been used to 
demonstrate the effects of economy-wide phenomena on smaller sys-
tems such as technologies or companies (Bach et al., 2016; Gemechu 
et al., 2016; Yavor et al., 2021). There can be risk factors of physical/ 
technical/geological nature, such as concentration of resources or 
depletion time of resources stocks and reservoir; of economic/strategic/ 
market nature, such as the concentration of mining and refining com-
panies, the sudden growth of demand, import dependence or commodity 
prices; regulatory/social nature, such as conflict minerals; and of po-
litical stability/governance nature, such as political instability (Dewulf 
et al., 2015b; Vogtländer et al., 2019). The supply risk factors considered 
depend on the stakeholders’ perception. The accounted factors represent 
the relationship between the demanding stakeholder (a company, a re-
gion – e.g. EU - or the global market) and the suppliers (a company’s 
suppliers, a region’s supplier – e.g. EU’s suppliers - or global market 
suppliers). The scope is determined by the method utilized. For example, 
the European Commission’s CA method (EC-CA) considers the demand 
and importance of raw materials to the EU’s economy and the potential 
risks of supply disruption according to EU suppliers or global suppliers, 
depending on data availability. 

One of the main differences in the scope of CA when compared to 
LCA is that resource related indicators in LCA estimate the impact of a 
product and its system on resource availability (depletion) in the envi-
ronment. CA, on the other hand, estimates the impact of resource 
availability in the supply chain on a product system. In this sense, CA 
methods are so-called “outside-in” models (Sonderegger et al., 2020). 
Regarding the system boundaries, considering that criticality indicators 
cover potential “outside-in” impacts, the boundary is often limited to 
“cradle-to-gate”. EoL can be considered when applying recovery stra-
tegies as a supply risk mitigation factor, e.g. regional recycling rates 
within the system in the EC-CA methodology (European Commission, 
2017). For the creation of company-specific indicators, a “gate-to-gate” 
boundary can be applied. A “cradle-to-grave” boundary would also be 
feasible when the company’s recycling and reuse rates are available 
(Santillán-Saldivar et al., 2021; Yavor et al., 2021). 

CA methods can take into account data of different flows: the 
extraction of the natural resources, such as total (a) raw materials 
content in ore bodies; the primary production or refining of primary raw 
materials, i.e. in a (c) “ready-to-use” form; their market uses as part of 
(d) components and (e) products; and the EoL, e.g. secondary raw ma-
terials coming from EoL mitigating criticality. Within the traditional CA 
approaches, this information is considered metadata about the 
economy-wide dynamics in which the product system is inserted, i.e. it is 
information about the (a**) resource consumption, (l**) socio- 
economic flows and (o**) economic and geopolitical impacts of flows 
in the background system. When analyzing it from a microeconomic 
perspective, in addition to the macroeconomic dynamics, the raw 

material flows in the product supply chain (c) to (e) and in the EoL (i) to 
(k) are included. 

4.5. Circularity 

As introduced in Section 1, CE is an economic system that preserves 
the value of products, materials, and resources for an extended duration 
while minimising waste generation (EC, 2024). However, as mentioned 
above, it is not the CE that is evaluated as a whole, in terms of their 
sustainability impacts through a comprehensive LC3SA, but individually 
or jointly applied circular strategies. Therefore, the term circularity is 
preferred here. Circularity can be interpreted as an approach to improve 
the prolonged and/or cyclical use of materials, which in this definition 
includes hibernation (Moraga et al., 2019; ORIENTING, 2021a). This 
can be achieved, for instance, by making use of secondary resources 
instead of primary ones. This in turn requires to deliver outputs at a 
product’s EoL valuable to the economy through a proper R-strategy, 
avoiding the generation of waste (Moraga et al., 2019; Saidani et al., 
2019). Besides, design for redundancy, multi-functionality and use 
intensification of products such as product service-systems can also be 
considered to promote CE. Circularity assessments, therefore, look at the 
product system to identify its circularity based on the adopted strategies. 

Different CE indicators have been proposed to measure the circu-
larity of various strategies’ implementation. Moraga et al. (2019) clas-
sified three types of CE indicators in terms of scope of analysis (renamed 
here for the sake of understanding): Type ‘one’ and type ‘two’ indicators 
are based on mass flows of the product system. They can be called CE 
inventory-based indicators and are distinguished into those that are 
based on the technological life cycle with an LC perspective, e.g. in-use 
occupation of material in a specific product cycle (kg.year) (Moraga 
et al., 2021) and those without life cycle perspective, e.g. Recycling 
Rates in % (Graedel et al., 2011),. The type ‘three’ indicators account for 
impacts of more circular production systems at the level of associated 
impacts e.g. reduction of environmental impacts by employing LCA 
methodological aspects. These can be called CE impact-based indicators 
based on cause-effect modelling (Moraga et al., 2019). For example, the 
Sustainable Circular Index (SCI) utilizes social, economic and environ-
mental indicators together with material flow indicators to measure 
circularity (Azevedo et al., 2017). CE assessments can follow similar 
system boundaries as in LCA: cradle-to-grave, cradle-to-gate, gate-to- 
gate or cradle-to-cradle depending on the G&S of the assessment. They 
can also measure multiple levels of strategy application: micro, i.e. 
products, components, materials; meso, i.e. businesses, industrial sym-
biosis; or macro, i.e. cities, regions, nations (Saidani et al., 2019). 

Inventory-based CE indicators can account for the physical flows (a) 
and (c to k) depending on the scope of the study. Impact-based CE in-
dicators do not necessarily make use of these material flows but rather 
use indicators that rely on the results from LCA, LCC and/or S-LCA by 
computing (m), (n) and/or (o) to quantify the sustainability gains 
associated to certain circular economy strategies, e.g. recycling versus 
re-use. Hence, the CE-impact-based indicators do have a substantial risk 
of overlapping with the other assessment methods when brought 
together into an LC3SA. 

4.6. Analysis of overlaps and the risks of double counting 

Table 1 summarizes the flows and implications that are typically 
accounted for in each of the assessment methodologies. For a proper 
classification, further subdivisions need to be made. Concerning LCC, it 
is important to differentiate between eLCC, cLCC and sLCC. The S-LCA is 
divided into RS S-LCA and IP S-LCA. For criticality, a differentiation is 
made between micro and macro-level indicators. Lastly, inventory- 
based CE indicators are to be distinguished from impact-based ones. 
The flow (o) represents impacts of socio-economic nature coming from 
relationships of (l) non-physical flows. Besides, in the product system 
presented in Fig. 2, for (l) non-physical flows, a semi-quantitative 
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assessment is at least required to allow the measurement of all product 
system impacts and to allow comparisons among results from the 
different methodologies. They can be associated with (c) to (k) physical 
flows. 

Six main conclusions can be drawn from the analysis in Table 1. First, 
product flow data ((d) to (k), noting that micro-level criticality in-
dicators do not cover all product flows, see below) is needed for 
inventory-based circularity indicators and micro-level criticality in-
dicators as well as (a) resources flow data. Product flow data is inven-
toried in LCSA to quantify materials and product flows in the product 
system but are not directly part of the analysis in the LCA, LCC or S-LCA. 
While for some CE inventory-based indicators the product flow data in 
the use-phase is relevant, e.g. for calculation of dissipation of materials 
during use or lifetime of the product, this information is disregarded for 
the revised micro-level criticality indicators (Hackenhaar et al., 2022a). 

Second, CE inventory-based indicators, as well as macro and micro- 
level criticality indicators, share the consideration of (a) resource flows 
used within LCA. There is no issue of double counting as long as the data 
is used to analyze the impacts of different natures. Using the same flows 
for indicators of different nature represent an opportunity because of 
effort sharing. Hence, the effort needed to add circularity and criticality 
indicators to LCSA can be facilitated. 

Third, data on (b) releases to air, soil and water, e.g. CO2 emissions to 
air, are only used directly in LCA. They are also indirectly considered in 
the internalization of externalities in LCC. When internalized, costs are 
considered in eLCC and sLCC. The releases that affect human well-being 
are included in S-LCA. Those might be considered by the (m) and (n) 
impact flows. 

Fourth, non-physical flows are the core data for S-LCA, LCC and 
criticality methodologies, although usually not represented in the 

product system schemes in LCSA. The non-representation of such flows 
potentially leads practitioners to a fragmented data collection of phys-
ical and non-physical flows. In this sense, the particular connections 
between data and information about the product system, are lost and the 
interpretation of overlaps and trade-offs is hampered. 

Fifth, not only elementary, product and non-physical flows are used 
as sources of information for the assessment methodologies, but also the 
impact indicators here represented by impacts. This creates risks of 
double counting. While the characterization modelling of the impacts is 
discussed in Section 5, here it is important to acknowledge that (m) and 
(n) represent impacts computed in LCA that can appear in LCC as ex-
ternalities, e.g. costs of air pollution through taxes (Hunkeler et al., 
2008) and in S-LCA as part of impacts felt by stakeholders, e.g. pollut-
ants in the workplace (UNEP, 2020). In the case of eLCC, LCA results are 
not used in the assessment but interpreted alongside cost indicators e.g. 
in an eco-efficiency analysis (Ciroth, 2009). In contrast, the use of sLCC 
is debatable in LCSA due to the risk of double counting when internal-
ization occurs (Bachmann, 2013; Neugebauer et al., 2016). Thus, the 
results of LCA impact indicators can be considered as input data for LCC 
and S-LCA with a risk of double counting. Similarly, impact-based 
circularity indicators make use of other LCSA results regarding their 
impacts on the human-made environment. If integrated into an LCSA 
framework, CE impact-based indicators lead to double counting. For 
example, the SCI (see Section 4.5) will overlap with the indicators from 
LCA (water depletion), S-LCA (accidents at work) and LCC (value 
generated). 

Due to their “outside-in” nature, criticality indicators also use the 
information on the socio-economic impacts of the product system on the 
human-made environment. However, this information comes from the 
background (market systems), and temporal variability plays an 

Table 1 
Main input flows directly accounted for in the assessment by LCA, S-LCA, LCC (cLCC, eLCC, sLCC), criticality (macro and micro- 
level indicators) and circularity (inventory-based and impact-based indicators) in a life-cycle-based product-system, used for 
impact characterization. Legend: x = flow data used; x = data interpreted in eLCC, but analyzed according to LCA. 

Framework/flows
LCA S-LCA LCC Criticality Circularity

Reference 
scale

Impact 
pathway cLCC eLCC sLCC Macro Micro Inventory-

based
Impact-
based

Physical flows (elementary and product flows)
a Natural resources x x x

b Releases to air, soil and water x

c Processed raw materials x x

d Components x x

e Processed (and sold) products x x x x x x x x x x

f Used products x

g Recovered products x

h Wasted products x

i Recycled or reusable 

products/components/materials
x x

j Products obtained from the background x x

k Co-products transferred to the background x x

Non-physical flows

l Non-physical flows (numerical or non-

numerical flows)
x x x x x x** x**

Impacts

m
Impacts due to the consumption of natural 

resources or releases to the natural-

environment
x x

n Impacts of consumption of natural resources 

or releases to the human-made environment
x x x x x

o Impacts of consumption of non-physical 

flows to the human-made environment
x x x x** x** x

*Foreground only. 
**Background only. 
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important role in the discussion of overlaps. While the LCA, LCC and S- 
LCA analyze the snapshot of the product system with its short- to long- 
term impacts on the world, criticality indicators use the information on 
how environmental and socio-economic states might impact the product 
system before the product can be produced. In this sense, criticality 
indicators do not generate double counting with other LCSA indicators. 
However, if aggregated, inventory-based circularity and micro-level 
criticality indicators can create double counting of the benefits of R- 
strategies when producing secondary raw materials. Therefore, they 
should be carefully interpreted as complementary to LCA, LCC and S- 
LCA results. The main challenge is to select or design the criticality and 
circularity methods and indicators such that double counting with LCA, 
S-LCA or LCC is avoided. 

Sixth, criticality methods are mainly differentiated by the scale of the 
study that is often limited to the availability of data. That is, ideally 
micro CA methods would produce more assertive results about criti-
cality for a product or organization using case-specific data. For that, a 
thorough analysis of the supply chain would be needed. However, data 
accessibility, e.g. due to confidentiality, might be an issue. Therefore, 
macro CA methods are often the chosen alternative. When neither of the 
approaches creates double counting with other indicators in LCSA, the 
choice of the most adequate method to be used can be defined according 
to the goal and scope of the LC3SA assessment. 

5. From inventoried flows to areas of protection 

The physical and non-physical flows are the starting point of various 
cause-effect chains, potentially leading to environmental, social or 
economic impacts. These flows can also be used to assess criticality and 

circularity. As discussed in Section 4.6, the “causes”, i.e. the flows 
analyzed, might generate overlaps that do not necessarily lead to double 
counting if the “effect” expressed by the impact indicators is different. 
To provide reliable results in terms of sustainability impacts, one needs 
to have a good understanding of the impact pathways to link the phys-
ical and non-physical flows in the inventory to impacts on AoPs (Val-
divia et al., 2021). As introduced in Section 1, AoPs, or areas of concern, 
are the safeguard objects of sustainability (Schaubroeck and Rugani, 
2017). They represent what we want to protect, and are therefore the 
final point in the cause-effect chain. Therefore, a clear understanding of 
the AoPs is fundamental to starting an LCSA (Valdivia et al., 2021). It is 
only by knowing the question one wants to answer that one can look for 
an answer. Thus, the definition of the AoPs guides the choice of in-
dicators in an LCSA. 

Criticality and circularity are of a different nature than LCA/LCC/S- 
LCA: they are rather strategic indicators (Mancini et al., 2016). Besides, 
they are not conceived in a complete cause-effect logic towards an AoP 
level or sustainability domain. Therefore, a comprehensive framework 
also integrates the analysis of the impact pathways for those method-
ologies and the potential overlap at the AoPs. For that, we analyze the 
existing literature on LCSA impact pathways from inventoried flows to 
AoP and propose how to further connect the criticality and circularity 
indicators to a revised LC3SA AoP. 

5.1. Cause-effect chain specifications and AoPs in LCSA 

A non-exhaustive review based on the LCSA-related frameworks 
shows that there is still no consensus on the AoPs (Dewulf et al., 2015a, 
2015c; EC-JRC, 2011; Gaasbeek and Meijer, 2013; Goedkoop et al., 

Fig. 3. Non-exhaustive exemplification of the impact pathways of the different LCSA domains from the inventory flows to the Areas of Protection based on the 
literature (adapted from EC-JRC (2011), Gaasbeek and Meijer (2013), Goedkoop et al. (2020), Guinée et al. (2002), Huijbregts et al. (2016), Neugebauer et al. (2016) 
and UNEP (2020)). 
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2020; Guinée et al., 2002; Huijbregts et al., 2016; Neugebauer et al., 
2016; Schaubroeck and Rugani, 2017; Taelman et al., 2020a, 2020b; 
UNEP, 2020) (see SM4 for details). Fig. 3 summarizes the results from 
the review by exemplifying and distinguishing the cause-effect chain 
pathway according to different approaches in the literature. The in-
dicators shown in the figure are illustrative examples for each of the 
midpoint and endpoint indicator categories, stakeholders and scale of 
impacts. 

Within LCA, the impact pathways connect inventory flows to the so- 
called midpoint and endpoint environmental impact categories in the 
middle and final stages of the cause-effect chain, respectively. These 
environmental impacts are multi-size and can reach a local, regional or 
global environment. At the end of the cause-effect chains, the impacts 
can be positioned at the level of AoP. The impact pathways are estab-
lished and can be quantified through impact assessment methods such as 
CML (Guinée et al., 2002) and ReCiPe (Huijbregts et al., 2016), among 
others (EC-JRC, 2011). Well-established and accepted AoPs in LCA are 
Human health, Natural environment and Natural resources (EC-JRC, 
2011, 2012; UNEP/SETAC, 2019). Due to practical reasons (i.e. the 
availability of relevant models), the use of midpoint indicators is usually 
preferred (Hauschild et al., 2013). However, endpoint indicators ease 
the interpretation of results as they reduce the number of impact in-
dicators at the intermediate cause-effect chain level to the number of 
AoPs distinguished (Schaubroeck and Rugani, 2017). 

From S-LCA frameworks, the endmost AoP concerning social issues is 
Human (or social) well-being. According to the UNEP (2020), this social 
AoP could be split into two: Health and Safety, and Happiness. On the 
other hand, Goedkoop et al. (2020) determined the concept of Human 
Well-being as AoP per stakeholder group: for workers, it is job satis-
faction and engagement; for local communities, it is healthy commu-
nities; for product users, it is the provision of well-being per se; and for 
small-scale entrepreneurs, it is the livelihood. 

The AoPs considered in LCC are less clear, although “Prosperity” 
appears in multiple LCSA studies that consider AoPs (Gaasbeek and 
Meijer, 2013; Schaubroeck and Rugani, 2017; Taelman et al., 2020a, 
2020b). LCC results can also be interpreted according to inventory in-
dicators which are based on costs (ORIENTING, 2021c). However, 
cause-effect chain connecting such a cost indicator to the AoP “Pros-
perity” is in general not quantified. Moreover, the cost elements to 
consider also differ according to the stakeholders such as industry, users, 
society and policymakers. Neugebauer et al. (2016) note that the causal 
chains are not yet established for LCC impact categories. They propose 
that micro-level economic indicators could be linked to macro-level 
economic indicators in an LCSA. For example, the endpoint indicators 
“Economic resilience” and “Economic Prosperity” could directly repre-
sent the AoPs “Economic stability” and “Wealth generation”, respec-
tively (Neugebauer et al., 2016). The framework is not yet widely 
applied. Therefore, it does neither appear in Fig. 3, nor is it considered 
further in the proposed LC3SA framework. 

As mentioned before, impacts can be multi-dimensional, i.e. an AoP 
represents the endpoint of one or more environmental, social and eco-
nomic midpoint impact categories (Gaasbeek and Meijer, 2013; Tael-
man et al., 2016, 2020b). For example, the LCA framework from Guinée 
et al. (2002) and the EC-JRC (2011) consider that environmental im-
pacts can cause damage to Human Health. However, Human Health is 
also a concern of S-LCA and can be considered a social AoP (Bachmann, 
2013; Goedkoop et al., 2020; UNEP, 2020). 

The multi-dimensional nature of several impacts may cause a po-
tential overlap between these AoPs that are considered to be part of LCA, 
LCC or S-LCA alone. This potential overlap results from similarities and 
differences in goal and scope definition, inventory and impact modelling 
from each of these methodologies. Furthermore, several arguments 
could be drawn from the relationship between LCSA methodologies. For 
example, one could argue that from an anthropocentric point-of-view 
“Human well-being” is the primary goal of sustainability, and other 
AoPs are rather connected to this societal concern in a supportive role 

(Schaubroeck and Rugani, 2017). As highlighted by Dewulf et al. 
(2015c), although there might be an overlap between some AoPs, the 
impact pathway starts from different causes. 

To avoid any potential overlap of sustainability dimensions, the 
PROSUITE framework (Blok et al., 2013; Gaasbeek and Meijer, 2013) 
defined five AoPs as impact categories that are not exclusively defined as 
environmental, social or environmental, but cover all domains of sus-
tainability in an integrated manner. These five AoP (called in the project 
“major impact categories”) are “Human Health”, “Social well-being”, 
“Prosperity”, “Natural Environment” and “Exhaustible Resources”. 
Gaasbeek and Meijer (2013) propose to normalize, weight and aggregate 
the indicator results into five AoP scores. This way of assigning and 
grouping midpoint indicators to AoPs (with or without aggregation) is 
considered here as a solution for handling the multi-dimensional nature 
of impacts within LCSA. Given their scientific relevance and robustness 
for the purpose of our work, we adopted the five AoPs proposed by the 
PROSUITE framework, while adapting the AoP “Exhaustible/Natural 
Resources”. This is further discussed in the following section. 

5.2. Revising the AoP “Exhaustible/Natural Resources” 

There is not yet a consensus on how to address resource use in LCA, 
despite the variety of robust contributions in the field in the last years 
(Bachmann, 2013; Pradel et al., 2021; Sonderegger et al., 2020). 
Depletion is a representation of the effect of resource consumption that 
can affect both the natural environment and the human-made environ-
ment. In the natural environment, resources are connected to the supply 
of ecosystem services to both human kind and other species. But from 
the anthropocentric perspective, the current depletion of the natural 
environment may prevent future generations to fulfil their needs. The 
assessment of the geophysical accessibility of materials using depletion- 
based methods remains the predominant approach employed in 
product-level LCA studies. For example, PEF recommends the charac-
terization of mineral resource depletion (in kilograms of antimony 
equivalent), under the AoP “Natural Resources” (Zampori and Pant, 
2019). The extent of the impact assessment concerning the AoP “Natural 
Resources” is debatable given that resource use encompasses economic, 
environmental, social, and technical aspects (Dewulf et al., 2015b). 

According to the Global Guidance on Environmental Life Cycle 
Impact Assessment Indicators (UNEP/SETAC, 2019), the use of ap-
proaches that consider the impacts of resource use in terms of the 
accessibility for future generations is recommended. However, events 
such as pandemics and regional wars show that the socio-economic 
availability of resources to the product system is also relevant, as well 
as the increased rate of recovery and valorisation of secondary materials. 
Therefore, to tackle resource use from a multi-dimensional point, we 
recommend expanding the AoP “Natural resources” to an AoP “Re-
sources”, which does not only include the “natural resources”, but also 
the secondary raw materials derived from CE strategies such as 
dismantling or decomposition of products in their EoL (Dewulf et al., 
2015b). Defined this way, the efficiency of the use of raw materials can 
be better captured considering the economy-wide dimension and 
changes resulting from a CE system. 

The AoP “Resources” could integrate not only indicators from LCA 
but also the impact pathways of circularity indicators. However, to limit 
double counting, type three CE indicators (see Section 4.5) should be 
avoided. Circularity indicators to be used in an LC3SA are inventory- 
based ones, focused on the analysis of flows. These are primarily ac-
counting indicators. They cannot directly be related to any pillar of 
sustainability, yet relationships to environmental (use of resources) and 
economic (CE at a macro level) dimensions exist. In this sense, the given 
proposal of the multi-dimensional AoP “Resources” would suit the 
connections of the effect of circularity in the protection of resources. 

Furthermore, criticality can be linked to different domains of sus-
tainability too. CA might consider e.g. depletion of mineral and metal 
stocks (environmental dimension), cost increases in the product system 
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due to shortage of supply (economic dimension) and/or socio-political 
issues such as corruption and political stability (social dimension) 
(Hackenhaar et al., 2022a; Sonnemann et al., 2015). On one hand, at an 
endpoint level, it can be argued that CA methods envisage to analyze 
first and foremost the potential of increased production costs for com-
panies and increased product prices for consumers (André and Ljungg-
ren, 2021; Mancini et al., 2016; Sonderegger et al., 2020). In this sense, 
having criticality indicators analyzed within LCSA could be interpreted 
as an economy-wide indicator affecting the AoP “Prosperity”. It does not 
necessarily mean that criticality indicators internalize supply risks that 
are reflected in LCC. However, the monetization of supply risk has 
already been proposed in the literature (Santillán-Saldivar et al., 2022). 
On the other hand, CA methods and indicators that focused mainly on 
raw materials availability or accessibility (e.g. indicators proposed by 
Graedel et al., 2012) could be connected to AoP “Resources”. 

5.3. LC3SA indicators and AoP 

Based on the discussions in Section 5.1 and 5.2, we propose five AoPs 
to be considered in an LC3SA: AoP “Natural environment”, AoP “Human 
health”, AoP “Human well-being”, AoP “Prosperity”, and AoP “Re-
sources”. Fig. 4 shows the generic scheme of indicators and impact 
pathways of an LC3SA where these AoPs are tackled (a comprehensive 
scheme of an LC3SA framework based on literature studies of laptops can 
be found on SM3). Note that the term “indicators” is used here to address 
both impact categories and subcategories, at midpoint and endpoint, 
accounting and impact indicators (see SM5 for the differentiation be-
tween accounting and impact indicators). Some of the most commonly 

used indicators in the literature were used as examples to touch upon all 
AoPs but they are not necessarily the most relevant ones. They are used 
in the figure to illustrate the possible choice of indicators based on the 
laptop example in SM3. Thus, special attention should be given to 
aligning the selection of indicators with the G&S. 

6. Introducing an integrated LC3SA framework 

Inspired by the ISO 14040/44 (ISO, 2006a, 2006b) diagram of the 
LCA phases and the learnings from the literature presented in this 
manuscript, we propose the LC3SA framework, shown in Fig. 5. The 
framework aims to provide step-by-step guidance on how to conduct an 
integrated assessment that allows to include all environmental, social, 
economic and material circularity and criticality indicators. We detail 
the 4 phases of the LC3SA and the relevant steps in each phase, high-
lighting how circularity and criticality assessments and indicators are 
considered. The approach allows for an integrated modelling at an early 
stage of the assessment, improving the consistency of the assessment and 
results. It is based on the state-of-the-art of methods and is ready to be 
used as it relies on currently available tools. 

Such as in LCA, the first step is to define the G&S of the study. The 
importance of materials’ criticality and circularity in the product system 
and the interest in conducting such assessments should be clear in the 
definition of G&S. The second step consists of the mapping of the 
product system (e.g. using the detailed product system diagram of 
Fig. 2), the definition of system functions and FU. While mapping the 
product system, relevant information about stakeholders, geographies 
and suppliers in the value chain should also be gathered and connected 

Fig. 4. Generic scheme of indicators and impact pathways of LC3SA, integrating the environmental, social, economic, criticality and circularity indicators connected 
to the AoPs of “Natural environment”, “Human health”, “Human well-being”, “Prosperity” and “Resources”. 
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to the life cycle stages. Similarly, the circular strategies applied to the 
product system and the materials’ flow should be clear at this step. 

Following the principles of UNEP/SETAC (2011), the framework 
considers the definition of AoPs as the starting point for the definition of 
the type of indicators and methodology of the assessments. Thus, in step 
three, relevant AoPs shall be identified. 

In step four, the accounting and/or impact indicators to be included 
in the LC3SA shall be identified in a first joint analysis of impact path-
ways to the relevant AoPs. A first recommendation to identify impact 
pathways to AoPs is that (see Fig. 4, Section 5.3): if AoP “Natural 
environment” is considered relevant, then environmental indicators 
which cause-effect chain leads to damage at this AoP should be 
considered; similarly, if AoP “Human health” is relevant, environmental 
and/or social indicators might be considered; if AoP “Human well- 
being” is relevant, social indicators should be considered; if AoP 
“Prosperity” is relevant, economic and/or criticality indicators might be 
considered; if AoP “Resources” is relevant, environmental, criticality 
and/or circularity indicators might be considered. Indicators should 
then be assigned to the AoP of relevance for further interpretation of 
results. 

As discussed in Section 3, different methodologies and approaches 
may differ in system boundaries. Yet, they should rely on the consistent 
definition of the LC3SA product system. Once the indicators and their 
assessment methods are identified, the system boundaries of the product 
system can be defined in step five. A first consistency check of the LC3SA 
is proposed in step six. Using mapping charts such as those presented in 
Table 1 (see also SM3), one can analyze the potential overlaps of flows, 
chosen indicators and their methods. If pertinent, based on the identified 
opportunities and challenges, a revision of methodological choices to 
strength the consistency of the LC3SA can be made. After that, in step 
seven, one can identify data requirements (i.e. different data types with 
different – quantitative, semi-quantitative and qualitative – data quality 
and metadata), allocation procedures, assumptions and limitations of 

the LC3SA study. 
At step eight, data should be collected in an integrated form. That is, 

all the flow data that can be shared among assessment methodologies is 
collected at once, linking the physical and non-physical flow data to 
each life cycle stage. Any necessary calculation procedure should be 
done and reported at this step. 

At step nine, the impact assessment is performed. Current LCSA tools 
do not allow a joint application of the assessment methodologies. Thus, 
step nine is differentiated for the independent calculation and classifi-
cation of indicators. Yet, it facilitates an optimal data use among the 
assessments. In line with ISO 14040/44 (ISO, 2006a, 2006b), normali-
zation, grouping and weighting are optional. However, if aggregation of 
results is relevant for the study, it is discouraged at the impact assess-
ment level, but recommended in step eleven, where the results can be 
aggregated at the AoP level. 

Based on the results of previous steps, one can interpret the results. In 
step ten, the significant inventory data, impact categories, AoPs and life 
cycle stages should be identified. In step eleven, the normalization, 
grouping and weighting of results at the level of AoPs are optional. If 
aggregation is relevant, attention should be paid to the indicators that 
might be connected to more than one AoP according to the G&S defi-
nition. They should be assigned to the most pertinent AoP to avoid 
double counting. 

Regardless of the use of single scores at the AoP level, in step twelve 
the trade-offs among indicators should be analyzed. In step thirteen, 
completeness, sensitivity and consistency checks are recommended. If 
needed, revision of the LC3SA steps should be made (step fourteen) 
before conclusions can be drawn and recommendations given (step 
fifteen). 

7. Discussion 

LCSA is complex and still needs to be further adapted to meet the 

Fig. 5. LC3SA framework integrating the environmental, social and economic impact indicators from LCSA and material’s circularity and criticality indicators for 
resource efficiency. 
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demands of LCSA practitioners, industry players, suppliers, consumers 
and policy makers (Backes and Traverso, 2021). In Section 3.2, we 
discussed that the inconsistent definition of system boundaries is a 
challenge in LCSA (Fauzi et al., 2019) and therefore also in an LC3SA. 
However, consistency does not depend on the definition of a uniform 
system boundary (Alejandrino et al., 2021), but on the definition of a 
consistent product system where the information used for each assess-
ment is interrelated. In the analysis of potential overlaps between 
assessment methods in Section 4.6, we discussed that both non-physical 
flows and impacts are also used as information for the characterization 
of indicators in LCC, S-LCA, Criticality and Circularity. For example, 
impact-based circularity indicators use other LCSA results, which can 
lead to double counting. In the case of criticality, however, time vari-
ability plays an important role in the discussion of overlaps, as the 
assessment can generate feedback information to each other. In addi-
tion, inventory data, which are not used to characterize impacts in LCSA, 
are key to characterizing criticality and circularity. They also use 
resource flows as in LCA, which doesn’t necessarily lead to double 
counting if the indicators analyze impacts of different types. The release 
flows considered in LCA can also be considered indirectly in LCC and 
SLCA, depending on the approach and indicators chosen. The summa-
rized findings as presented in Sections 3, 4 and 5 emphasize both the 
need for transparent, credible and integrated data collection in an LC3SA 
and the need to identify complementary indicators at an early stage of 
the assessment. These serve as a basis for the developed LC3SA 
framework. 

The inclusion of circularity and criticality indicators in LCSA risks 
creating additional controversy or double counting. This can be avoided 
if carefully selected or designed. LC3SA results are intended to clarify the 
effectiveness of actions towards a more sustainable and resource- 
efficient product system. Keeping this in mind, the motivation for car-
rying out an LC3SA rather than an LCSA needs to be clear when defining 
the goal (step 1 in Fig. 5). For the proposed integrated methodology, the 
benefits and challenges inherent to LCSA and adding circularity and 
criticality assessments were considered. 

In an attempt to address the shortcomings (Alejandrino et al., 2021; 
Valdivia et al., 2021) and desired features (Wiedmann et al., 2009) of 
LCSA, presented in Section 1, we have proposed an LC3SA framework. 
The framework addresses potential overlaps, double counting, the 
interpretation of multi-dimensional results and data requirements in a 
transparent definition of G&S and of a concise product system. Steps 1 to 
5, for example, address the definition of the goal and scope taking into 
account the multi-dimensional nature of the assessment and ensuring 
that the purpose of an integrated analysis can be met from the outset, 
thereby increasing robustness. With steps 3 and 4, we emphasize the 
need to identify, understand and follow the cause-effect mechanisms 
before starting the impact assessment. This improves the chances of 
making conscious decisions towards a more sustainable system. 

As part of the interpretation phase, step 6 draws attention to the 
harmonization of the LC3SA model. This can improve both ease of 
application by optimizing data usage and credibility by reducing double 
counting. Similarly, steps 8 and 9 suggest optimal use of human re-
sources in conducting the assessment and optimal use of data. The 
following steps are not unique to this framework, except for step 12, 
dealing with trade-offs within an integrated assessment. Their consid-
eration improves the robustness of decision making. 

Each step aims to improve the interconnectedness and consistency of 
the assessment by reaching common modelling assumptions. Similarly, 
a stepwise framework supports a more conscious study design and in-
creases transparency as each step is designed to complement the others. 
However, it does not eliminate complexity, data gaps or issues of 
interpretation of results. These are challenges of operationalization that 
are briefly discussed below. 

A product system consists of multiple processes. Each of these pro-
cesses differs in terms of geographical, temporal or technological con-
texts (Hackenhaar et al., 2022b). Not all of the underlying LC3SA 

methodologies need to specify these complex contexts in the same way 
or detail. As a result, information will be collected for the description of 
the same process for different LC3SA methodologies in different ways. 
Gathering the inventory independently for the different dimensions can 
therefore lead to inconsistencies in results. The integrated LC3SA 
framework proposes data and information be jointly inventoried (step 8 
of the LC3SA framework) or interpreted (step 6 and 10 to 15 of the LC3SA 
framework). 

However, this represents the first challenge of operationalization of 
the integrated framework since current LCSA tools, such as software, 
spreadsheets and databases, do not fully integrate environmental, eco-
nomic and social assessments or allow interoperability between tools 
(ORIENTING, 2022). While tool developers deal with the challenge, 
scenario analysis, and prospective or dynamic models are potential so-
lutions. For instance, one of the aimed targets of the European Innova-
tion Partnership in Raw Materials is to develop a fully dynamic LCSA 
model that can evaluate mid- to long-term scenarios for the sustainable 
supply of raw materials (ORIENTING, 2021a). 

Data unavailability and quality are another big challenge in LCSA, 
criticality and circularity studies (ORIENTING, 2021f; Santos et al., 
2022). Unlike LCA results, which are assumed to be more stable, LCC 
and S-LCA, as well as circularity and criticality indicators, are more 
influenced by short- and medium-term changes, e.g. market prices and 
socio-geopolitical context (ORIENTING, 2021a). For example, cost data 
can be more volatile than physical flows, gathered in different cur-
rencies and reflecting different periods, often requiring recalculations 
and updates for the sake of consistency across the full inventory (Swarr 
et al., 2011). In S-LCA and CA, it is acceptable to use generic, i.e. non-site 
or non-company specific, data or economy-wide data from databases 
(UNEP/SETAC, 2011). This can be related to the maturity or complexity 
of the approaches as well as to the nature of both assessments i.e. LCC, S- 
LCA and CA rely on the collection of data and quantification of mainly 
non-physical flows. As mentioned in Section 4.6, although those flows 
cannot be given an exact value, the estimation of the potential impact is 
based on the assignment of numerical values to qualitative information 
(semi-quantification) (UNEP, 2020). Thus, it is also important to un-
derstand that the concept of “reliability” of data might have different 
“weights” for each LC3SA methodology. The differences in data quality 
requirements may be dealt with through transparency in reporting, as 
well as using consistency checks. 

The interpretation of integrated results is another challenge of 
operationalization. In this research, we propose that indicators are first 
assigned to the relevant AoP to make more assertive decisions. However, 
the aggregation of results into AoP scores is optional. It can be desired in 
sustainability assessments to facilitate communication of results for a 
broader audience, without expertise in the field (Gaasbeek and Meijer, 
2013; ORIENTING, 2021f). However, the ISO 14040/44 standards (ISO, 
2006a, 2006b) consider that both normalization and weighting neces-
sary for aggregation include value choices that bring subjectivity to the 
results. It is out of the scope of this research to discuss the suitability of 
specific aggregation methodologies. However, we recommend the ag-
gregation methodology selected be compatible with both qualitative and 
(semi-)quantitative indicators, considering the different nature of the 
indicators discussed in this research. Moreover, if results are aggregated, 
they should also allow visualization of trade-offs and both burdens and 
benefits. 

Another important note about interpretation is that trade-offs are a 
consequence of comprehensive sustainability assessments and their 
inherent interconnectedness (Valdivia et al., 2021). Knowing their ex-
istence enables more informed decisions. For example, the product 
system of more environmental-friendly technologies can lead to high 
criticality scores. At the same time, circularity measures can solve high 
resource scarcity and criticality issues. Similarly, socially beneficial ac-
tions reduce social impacts but can also help reduce criticality. This 
means that LC3SA topics are inevitably cross-cutting or have interrelated 
issues. That is precisely the reason why they may be assessed and 
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evaluated in an integrated way. Attention needs to be paid that an in-
tegrated approach does not lead to double counting and potential 
compensation. Presumably, it could also lead to more assured actions 
since decision-makers would be aware of potential trade-offs between 
different ends (expressed as AoPs in LC3SA terms): if we know the trade- 
offs, we can better discuss and assess what we want to maintain, and at 
what costs/burdens. 

The proposed LC3SA framework is an attempt to integrate LCSA, 
criticality and circularity in a transparent and comprehensive form. 
While the challenges of operationalization were identified, the frame-
work applicability still needs to be tested quantitatively (and improved). 
Future research should focus on testing the framework, as well as further 
developing a consistent way of interpreting LC3SA results in an aggre-
gated form. 

8. Conclusions 

The development of a ‘greener’ and more sustainable economy in 
Europe seems closer to becoming a reality as the EU consolidates 
science-based policies. Although the literature proposes robust life cycle 
based methodologies for sustainability assessment, the fragmented 
analysis of environmental, social, economic and resource availability 
issues remains a gap. In this study, we explored the definition of each 
methodological step to propose a comprehensive LC3SA framework in 
line with the principles for conducting an LCSA according to the UNEP 
Life Cycle Initiative (UNEP/SETAC, 2019), also based on the de-
velopments of the ORIENTING project (ORIENTING, 2022). We 
analyzed the literature on LCA, LCC, S-LCA, circularity and criticality in 
relation to the definition of a consistent product system, how the 
methodologies look at the product system, identified the challenges 
associated with integrated assessment and what the ultimate goal of 
integrated assessment is. The analysis highlighted three main features 
that are addressed by the proposed LC3SA framework. 

First, we suggest that when conducting an LC3SA, the application of 
LCA, S-LCA, and LCC, as well as criticality and circularity assessments 
should follow their respective inherent methodologies, but a common 
and comprehensive product system should be defined. This allows a 
clearer definition of the goal and scope, data requirements and limita-
tions of the study. Consequently, potential overlaps can be anticipated 
and identified as opportunities, e.g. fewer human resources needed for 
data gathering, or challenges, e.g. the risks of double counting. 
Furthermore, we suggest that the analysis of results should not distin-
guish between domains, but rather relate results to multidimensional 
AoPs. This would allow for an integrated interpretation of synergies of 
results, reduce problems of double counting and manage trade-offs be-
tween pillars of sustainability. 

Second, we propose to communicate impact indicators linked to their 
associated AoP. We suggest that the AoP “Exhaustible/Natural Re-
sources” should be revised into an AoP “Resources” to include the 
assessment of natural/primary and secondary resource use. This also 
enables the introduction of resource related indicators on circularity and 
criticality of materials. 

Third, based on these analyses, we propose a way to include criti-
cality and circularity indicators in LCSA impact assessment, developing 
an LC3SA framework. The inclusion of those indicators meets the needs 
of both businesses and the global economy to understand and manage 
resource use while carefully considering sustainability impacts. We 
suggest that circularity fits the AoP “Resources” as it can be used to 
communicate the maximisation of resource use, from reducing waste 
streams to avoinding virgin materials. Furthermore, criticality in-
dicators could fit the impact pathway of the AoP “Prosperity” or the 
revised AoP “Resources”. 

We highlight that the LC3SA framework is a first attempt to integrate 
circularity and criticality into LCSA but its applicability needs to be 
tested, i.e. through mathematical modelling. Bringing all the elements 
together should add value without adding too much complexity to LCSA. 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.spc.2024.01.018. 
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